The Under Sea Wall Quilt
You will needTurquoise fabric 23” X 21” or ¾ yd
Navy fabric 4 - 3 ½” X 45” strips and 28” X 30” for the backing – purchase 1 ½ yds
3” X 23” of gold sand fabric or 1/8 yd
2.5 yards of sequins
June Tailor printer fabric- 2 sheets
Gold thread to match sand, turquoise thread, and green thread
¾ yd of fusible fleece
1 package of wonder under
assorted crystals and jewel it glue
Scissors to cut appliqués
Safety pins
iron

*Cut the body of the sea 23” X 21”.
*Fuse a strip of wonder under to the sand colored fabric. Cut a straight edge on the sand fabric
and cut a wavy edge. Finished strip should be approximately 3” X 23”. Fuse the sand fabric to
the sea fabric background with the wavy edge up.
*Cut the strips for the border 3 ½” and sew the border to the background fabric on all sides.
*Cut the fusible fleece about 2” larger the size of the quilt and fuse in place from the wrong

side and then right side of the wall quilt. Sew the fusible fleece to the quilt using a ¼” seam on
the outer edges. Trim the fleece to match the quilt.
*Print the appliqués on the printer fabric, peel the backing and cut out the appliqués and fuse
the fish and chest to the wall quilt background as pictured.
*Randomly sew sea grass vertically across the fish using decorative stitches. I used the feather
stitch and the star stitch and turquoise and green thread.
* Randomly place the sequins on the quilt to look like sea grass. So the sequins to the quilt so
you are sewing with the direction the sequins lay. Use a zig zag about 3 mm length and a 3mm
width.
*Appliqué the sand edge using a .3 stitch length and a 2.5 with zig zag and gold thread.
* Cut a backing of navy blue at least 2 “larger than the quilt on all 4 sides. Pin the backing to the
front using safety pin to hold the backing in place.
* Sew the backing to the front leaving an opening to turn the quilt through. Turn the quilt and
press. Slip stitch the opening closed. Top stitch the edge of the quilt to finish.

